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A B S T R A C T

We evaluate the accuracy of the McCormack model by comparing its solutions for Couette and Fourier flows of binary gaseous mixtures with results from the linearized Boltzmann equation. Numerical simulations of Ne–Ar and He–Xe gaseous mixtures are carried out from slip to near free-molecular flow regimes for different values of the molar concentration. Our numerical results show that while there are only small differences in the shear stress in Couette flow and the heat flux in Fourier flow, calculated from the two kinetic equations, differences in other macroscopic quantities can be very large, especially in free-molecular flow regime. Moreover, the difference between results from the two models increases with the molecular mass ratio and the molar concentration of the heavier species. Finally, the applicability of the McCormack model, which was derived for linearized flows only, is investigated by comparing its solutions with those from the Boltzmann equation for Fourier flow with large wall-temperature ratios.
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1. Introduction

In practical applications like vacuum technology, porous media, and the chemical industry, information about the heat/mass transfer in rarefied gaseous mixtures is indispensable. Benchmark test cases are of great importance as they can validate new numerical models developed to describe gas flows or test the validity of existing approaches under various physical conditions. In this paper, Couette and Fourier flows between two parallel plates are chosen as benchmark test cases as they are classical problems in fluid mechanics. Although solutions for single-species gases have been well studied, few papers have investigated gaseous mixtures.

The plane Couette flow of a binary gaseous mixture was first studied [1–5] using kinetic models for the Boltzmann equation (BE), such as the Hamel model [6] for Maxwellian molecules and the McCormack model for general intermolecular potentials [7]. Notably, following the McCormack model, the influence of intermolecular interactions on the velocity and shear stress in three mixtures (Ne–Ar, He–Ar, and He–Xe) [4] and the influence of the gas-surface interaction on the flow properties were investigated [5]. The linearized Boltzmann equation (LBE) for hard-sphere (HS) molecules has been solved by an analytical version of the discrete-ordinates (ADO) method [8], and the accuracy of the McCormack model has been assessed for a He–Ar mixture: the McCormack model produces accurate shear stress for each species, and the velocity of the heavier species [5,8]; however, the velocity of the lighter species and especially the heat flux significantly deviate from the LBE results (by over 100% for some case).

Very few papers have tackled the heat transfer through a binary gaseous mixture. Plane Fourier flow was first simulated by solving the BE using the numerical kernel method [9]. Later, the heat transfer between two plates with a small temperature difference was studied using the McCormack model [10] and the LBE [11]. Surprisingly, the normalized heat flux for Ne–Ar and He–Xe mixtures obtained from the linearized equations were found to agree with results from the BE, with the maximum relative deviation being about 4%. However, there were large differences in the density and temperature between the McCormack model and the LBE: for density, up to 15% difference in Ne–Ar mixture and 51% in He–Xe mixture were observed, while for temperature the maximum differences were 12% and 20% for Ne–Ar and He–Xe mixtures, respectively. The influence of intermolecular potentials on the heat flux between two parallel plates, for three binary mixtures of noble gases (Ne–Ar, He–Ar, He–Xe), has been studied using the McCormack model [12]: the heat flux is sensitive to the intermolecular potential, and the difference between the HS and realistic potential [13] reached 15% near the hydrodynamic regime.

To summarize, only two papers have compared the McCormack model and the LBE for mixtures of Ne–Ar, He–Xe [11], and He–Ar...
Therefore, systematic new comparisons between the McCormack model and the LBE will be useful for further development of numerical tools for the simulation of gaseous mixture flows. In this paper, Couette and Fourier flows are considered with two types of binary gaseous mixture composition. Different species accommodation coefficients are considered, and their influence on the flow parameters is analyzed. A large temperature difference between the two plates in Fourier flow is also investigated, where the results from the McCormack model are compared with those from the BE in order to establish the limits of the linearized approach.

2. Problem statement

Consider a binary mixture of monatomic gases, where the mass of a molecule of the first (second) species is \(m_1\) (\(m_2\)) and the corresponding number density is \(n_1\) (\(n_2\)). Without loss of generality, we assume \(m_1 < m_2\). The gaseous mixture is confined between two parallel plates situated at \(y = \pm H/2\), see Fig. 1. In Couette flow, the two plates with temperature \(T_0\) move in opposite directions with a speed \(U\). In Fourier flow, both plates are stationary, but the plate at \(y = -H/2\) has a temperature of \(T_0 = T_0 - \Delta T/2\), while the other one has \(T_0 = T_0 + \Delta T/2\). We assume that, in the case of Couette flow, the relative speed of the two plates \(U\) is much smaller than the most probable molecular velocity \(v_0\) of the mixture. We also assume that the temperature difference \(\Delta T\), in the case of Fourier flow, is much smaller than the equilibrium gas temperature \(T_0\), so the gaseous mixture deviates only slightly from thermodynamic equilibrium and the McCormack model can be applied.

The most probable molecular velocity of the mixture is:

\[
v_0 = \sqrt{\frac{2kT_0}{m}}.
\]

where \(k\) is the Boltzmann constant and \(m = C_0m_1 + (1 - C_0)m_2\) is the mean molecular mass of the mixture. Here, \(C_0\) is the equilibrium molar concentration of the lighter species.

\[
C_0 = \frac{n_{01}}{n_{01} + n_{02}}.
\]

and \(n_{0z}\) is the equilibrium number density of species \(z (z = 1, 2)\). The equilibrium number density of the mixture is \(n_0 = n_{01} + n_{02}\).

In Couette flow, we are interested in the profiles of the species velocity \(u_{0z}\) and shear stress \(P_{xzy}\), while in Fourier flow, we are interested in the deviated density \(n_{i}',\) concentration \(C = (n_{01} + n_{1}')/(n_{01} + n_{02} + n_{1}' + n_{2}')\), deviated temperature \(T_z\), and heat flux \(q_{sy}\).

3. Kinetic equations

To describe the gas dynamics at various conditions, the gas kinetic theory is necessary. In this section, the BE for the binary gaseous mixture is first introduced. Then, the McCormack model is used to simplify the Boltzmann collision operator for linearized Couette and Fourier flows. Finally, the gas-wall boundary condition is specified and numerical techniques to solve the kinetic equations are briefly described.

3.1. The Boltzmann equation

Let \(f_z(t, x, v)\) be the distribution function of specie \(z\) with molecular velocity \(v\) at spatial location \(x\) and time \(t\). In the absence of external forces, the following BE describes the evolution of \(f_1\) and \(f_2\):

\[
\frac{\partial f_z}{\partial t} + v \cdot \frac{\partial f_z}{\partial x} = \sum_{\beta = 1,2} Q_{z\beta}(f_z, f_\beta),
\]

where the Boltzmann collision operator \(Q_{z\beta}(f_z, f_\beta)\) is

\[
Q_{z\beta}(f_z, f_\beta) = \int \int \int_{v_\beta} C_{g\beta}(\theta, |v_\beta|) \left[ f_\beta(v_\beta') f_z(v_\beta) - f_\beta(v_\beta) f_z(v_\beta') \right] d\Omega dv.
\]

In the above equations, \(v\) and \(v_\beta\) are the pre-collision velocities of molecules of species \(z\) and \(\beta\), respectively, while \(v_\beta'\) are the corresponding post-collision velocities. Conservation of momentum and energy yield the following relations: \(v_\beta' = v + m_\beta (|v_\beta| - |v|)/(m_\beta + m_\beta)\) and \(v_\beta'' = v - m_\beta (|v_\beta| - |v|)/(m_\beta + m_\beta)\), where \(v_\beta = v - v_\beta\) is the relative pre-collision velocity, \(\Omega\) is the unit vector in the sphere \(S^2\) with the same direction as the relative post-collision velocity, and \(\theta\) is the deflection angle between the two relative velocities, i.e. \(\cos \theta = \Omega \cdot v_\beta/v_\beta\). Finally, for hard-sphere molecules, the collision kernels \(C_{g\beta}\) are given by

\[
C_{11} = \frac{d_1^2}{4|v_1|}, \quad C_{22} = \frac{d_2^2}{4|v_2|}, \quad C_{12} = \frac{(d_1 + d_2)^2}{16|v_1|},
\]

where \(d_1\) is the molecular diameter of species \(z\).

For systems that only slightly deviate from equilibrium, the BE can be linearized. Introducing the equilibrium Maxwellian distribution function:

\[
f^{M}_z(v) = n_0 \left( \frac{m_z}{2\pi kT_0^z} \right)^{3/2} \exp \left( -\frac{m_z v^2}{2kT_0^z} \right),
\]

and expressing the (steady-state) distribution function in the form of \(f_z(x, v) = f^{M}_z(v) + f_z^P(x, v, \xi)\), where \(f_z^P(x, v, \xi)\) is the perturbed distribution function, \(\xi = U/v_0 < 1\) for Couette flow and \(\xi = \Delta T/T_0 < 1\) for Fourier flow, the LBE becomes

\[
v_0 \frac{\partial f_z^P}{\partial T} = \sum_{\beta = 1,2} L_{z\beta}(f_z^P, f_\beta),
\]

with the linearized Boltzmann collision operator \(L_{z\beta}(f_z^P, f_\beta) = Q_{z\beta}(f_z^P, f_\beta) + Q_{z\beta}^{(f)}(f_z^P, f_\beta)\).

When the perturbation function \(f_z^P\) is known, the deviated (from equilibrium values) macroscopic flow quantities of species \(z\), such as the density, velocity, shear stress, temperature, and heat flux, are calculated as follows: \(n_z = \int f_z dv, u_{xz} = \frac{1}{m_z} \int f_z v_x dv/m_0, P_{xzy} = m_z \int f_z v_x v_y dv \), \(T_z = \frac{1}{3} \int f_z (2m_z v^2/3 - 1) dv\), and \(q_{sy} = m_z \int f_z v_y (v^2/5 - 2/3) dv\).

3.2. The McCormack model

The McCormack model was proposed for linearized flows of multicomponent monatomic mixture [7], where the linearized collision operator is obtained by requiring that its first three velocity moments be the same as the corresponding moments of the linearized Boltzmann collision operator. Expressing the distribution function in the form \(f_z = f^{M}_z(v) (1 + h_z \xi)\), the McCormack model for the steady-state solution reads

\[
c_{11} \frac{\partial h_z}{\partial T} = H \left( \frac{m_1}{2kT_0^1} \right)^2 \sum_{\beta = 1,2} L_{1\beta} h_z.
\]

where the linearized collision operator \(L_{1\beta} h\) is given in A. Note that in writing Eq. (8), we have used the following dimensionless quantities:

\[
 \frac{y}{H}, \quad c_s = \sqrt{\frac{m_z}{2kT_0^z}}, \quad n_{0z} = n_z/n_{0z}, \quad u_{xz} = u_{xz}^U, \quad P_{xzy} = \frac{P_{xzy}}{2p_{0z}}, \quad T_z = \frac{T_z}{U}, \quad q_{sy} = \frac{q_{sy}}{p_{0z} u_{0z}}.
\]
where \( c_s \) is the molecular velocity and \( p_{0x} = n_0 k T_0 \) is the partial pressure of species \( x \).

When the perturbation functions \( h_a \) are known, the velocity and shear stress in Couette flow are \( u_{0x} = \sqrt{m/m_s} / h_x c_{ Ud} f_{ Ud} d_{ x } \) and \( P_{0x} = \int h_x c_{ Ud} c_{ Ud} f_{ Ud} d_{ x } \), respectively, while the deviated density, deviated temperature, and the heat flux in Fourier flow are \( n_{a } = \int h_x f_{ Ud} d_{ x } \), \( T_{x } = \int h_x (\frac{C_2}{2} - 1) f_{ Ud} d_{ x } \), and \( q_{ a } = \sqrt{m/m_s} \int h_x c_{ Ud} (\frac{C_2}{2} - \frac{p_c}{2}) f_{ Ud} d_{ x } \), respectively, where \( f_{ Ud} = \pi^{-3/2} \exp(-c_{ Ud}^2) \). The dimensionless macroscopic quantities of the binary gaseous mixture in Couette flow are defined as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    u_{0x}(y) &= \frac{m_1 m_2 n_1 n_2}{\sqrt{m/m_s}} \frac{c_{ Ud} m_{ Ud} m_{ Ud}}{m} c_{ Ud} m_{ Ud} m_{ Ud} y, \\
    P_{0x}(y) &= \frac{p_{0x}}{m_1} C_0 P_{1x}(y) + (1 - C_0) P_{2x}(y),
\end{align*}
\]

while those in Fourier flow are defined as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    n_{a x}(y) &= \frac{n_{a x}}{n_{a x}} C_0 n_1 (y) + (1 - C_0) n_2 (y), \\
    C_{a x}(y) &= \frac{C_{a x}}{C_{a x}} (1 - C_0) n_1 (y) - n_2 (y), \\
    T_{a x}(y) &= n_{a x} C_0 T_1 (y) + (1 - C_0) T_2 (y), \\
    q_{a x}(y) &= \frac{q_{a x}}{q_{a x}} C_0 q_{1x} (y) + (1 - C_0) q_{2x} (y),
\end{align*}
\]

where \( p_0 = n_0 k T_0 \) is the equilibrium pressure of the mixture. Expressions for the macroscopic quantities of the binary gaseous mixture in the LBE can be given similarly.

### 3.3. Boundary conditions

The Maxwell diffuse-specular boundary condition is adopted to describe the gas-wall interaction. When molecules hit the plate, an \( a_x \) portion of them \( (0 < a_x \leq 1) \) are diffusely reflected, while the rest are specularly reflected. There is complete accommodation when the accommodation coefficient \( a_x \) is unitary. In this paper, if not otherwise specified, complete accommodation is assumed.

In the linearized Couette flow the boundary condition for the LBE has the following form

\[
f_{x}^{+} (y = \pm 1/2) = (1 - a_x) f_{x}^{+} (y = \pm 1/2) \pm a_x m_s \nu_s f_{x}^{md},
\]

while that for the McCormack model is \[4\]

\[
h_{x}^{+} (y = \pm 1/2) = (1 - a_x) h_{x}^{+} (y = \pm 1/2) \pm a_x \sqrt{m_s/m} c_{ x s},
\]

where the superscripts \( + \) and \( - \) of the perturbation functions in Eqs. (11) and (12) refer to the outgoing and incoming molecules with respect to the plates' surfaces, respectively.

In the linearized Fourier flow the boundary condition for the LBE reads

\[
f_{x}^{+} (y = \pm 1/2) = (1 - a_x) f_{x}^{+} (y = \pm 1/2) + a_x [n_s (y = \pm 1/2) + (m_s \nu_s/2 - 1)] f_{x}^{md},
\]

\[
n_s (y = \pm 1/2) = \pm \frac{\pi}{m_s} \frac{C_2}{2} f_{x}^{+} (y = \pm 1/2) T_s n_0 d^n.
\]

while that for the McCormack model is \[12\]

\[
h_{x}^{+} (y = \pm 1/2) = (1 - a_x) h_{x}^{+} (y = \pm 1/2) + a_x [n_s (y = \pm 1/2) + (c_{ x s}^2/2 - 1)],
\]

\[
n_s (y = \pm 1/2) = \pm \frac{2}{h_{x}^{+} (y = \pm 1/2)} \exp(-c_{ x s}^2) c_{ x s} d_{ x s}.
\]

### 3.4. Numerical techniques

The Boltzmann collision operators in the BE (3) and LBE (7) are solved by the fast spectral method (FSM) \[14\]. The main idea of the FSM is to expand the distribution function and collision operator into Fourier series, and handle the binary collision in a corresponding frequency space. The method can deal with highly rarefied gas flows, where the distribution function has large discontinuities. The number of discretized velocities can be large to capture the discontinuities, but the number of frequency components is relatively small, resulting in high computational accuracy and efficiency \[15\]. We discretize the three-dimensional molecular velocity space by \( 32 \times 64 \times 32 \) points (the points are uniformly distributed in the \( v_{x} \) and \( v_{z} \) directions, while the discretization in the \( v_{y} \) direction is non-uniform, with most of them concentrating on \( v_{y} \sim 0 \) to capture the discontinuities in the molecular distribution function), while the corresponding frequency space is uniformly discretized by \( 32 \times 32 \times 32 \) points.

When the Boltzmann collision operator is obtained, the LBE (7) is solved by an iterative scheme \[14\], where the spatial derivative is approximated by a second-order upwind finite-difference. The physical half-space \( -1/2 \leq y \leq 0 \) is discretized by 50 points non-uniformly, with most points located near the plate to capture the velocity slip and temperature jump. The iterations terminate when the maximum relative difference (excluding the point \( y = 0 \)) in macroscopic quantities (such as the velocity and shear stress in Couette flow, and the density, temperature, and heat flux in Fourier flow) between two consecutive steps is less than \( 10^{-5} \).

The discrete velocity method \[4\] is used to solve the McCormack kinetic Eq. (8). To reduce computational effort, the \( c_{ x s} \) variable is eliminated by introducing the reduced functions of \( h_{x} \) \[16\]:

\[
\Phi_{s} = \frac{1}{c_{ x s}} \sqrt{m_s/m} \int h_x \exp(-c_{ x s}^2) d_{ x s}, \quad \Psi_{s} = \frac{1}{c_{ x s}} \sqrt{m_s/m} \int h_x \exp(-c_{ x s}^2) d_{ x s}.
\]

The entire physical space is uniformly discretized into 400 points, and a first-order finite-difference is used to approximate the spatial derivative. The two-dimensional reduced molecular velocity space is discretized by \( 50 \times 50 \) points according to Gaussian–Hermite quadrature. Grid-independence is checked with
a coarser grid of molecular velocity space $32 \times 32$ points for He–Xe mixture of $C_0 = 0.5$ and $\delta_0 = 0.1$ showing less than 1% difference in the macroscopic profiles. As we seek the steady-state solution the time-independent Eq. (8) is solved by the fixed point method. The convergence criterion $\left| \frac{A^{l+1}}{A^l} - 1 \right| < 10^{-10}$ is employed, where $l$ is the iteration step, and $A = P_{xy}$ in the Couette flow and $A = q_y$ in the Fourier flow.

**4. Numerical results**

The binary gaseous mixtures Ne–Ar and He–Xe are chosen in this comparative study in order to investigate the influence of the molecular mass ratio. Three values of the molar concentration $C_0 = 0.1, 0.5$, and 0.9 are considered at three values of the rarefaction parameter $\delta_0 = 0.1, 1$, and 10. For Ne–Ar and He–Xe mixtures
The mixture shear stress \( P_y \) in the linearized Couette flow of a Ne–Ar mixture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \alpha_0 )</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>McCormack</td>
<td>LBE</td>
<td>McCormack</td>
<td>LBE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2601</td>
<td>0.2598</td>
<td>0.2576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2689</td>
<td>0.2670</td>
<td>0.2657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2735</td>
<td>0.2715</td>
<td>0.2703</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

at an equilibrium temperature \( T_0 = 300K \), the molecular diameter ratios are \( d_2/d_1 = 1.406 \) and 2.226, respectively, while the corresponding molecular mass ratios \( m_2/m_1 \) are 1.979 and 32.8. Both Couette and Fourier flows are characterized by the following rarefaction parameter [17]:

\[
\delta_0 = \frac{2P_0}{\mu v_0},
\]

where \( \mu = \mu_1 + \mu_2 \) is the viscosity of the mixture, see Appendix A.

4.1. Couette flow

The velocity in the Ne–Ar mixture with molar concentration \( C_0 = 0.5 \) at \( \delta_0 = 0.1 \), and 10 is shown in the left column of Fig. 2. When \( \delta_0 = 0.1 \), the Ar gas velocity is different by 9% between the McCormack model and the LBE, while the difference in Ne is less than 1%. When \( \delta = 1 \), the difference in the Ar velocity quickly decreases, while that in the Ne velocity slightly increases. By \( \delta = 10 \), there are practically no differences in all the respective velocities. The influence of the molecular mass ratio on the velocity profile is observed by comparing the left (Ne–Ar) and right (He–Xe) columns in Fig. 2. It is clear that the larger the mass ratio, the greater the difference between the McCormack model and the LBE. For example, at \( \delta_0 = 0.1 \), the McCormack model underpredicts the velocity of Xe at the plate by about 24%.

The influence of the molar concentration \( C_0 \) on the gas velocity at the plate is summarized in Table 1. As \( C_0 \) varies from 0.1 to 0.9, the difference in Ar velocity between the McCormack model and the LBE increases from 6% to 13% when \( \delta_0 = 0.1 \). For \( \delta_0 = 10 \), this difference is less than 1% for all considered values of \( C_0 \). On the other hand, the relative difference in the Ne velocity between the two kinetic equations is less than 4% for all values of \( C_0 \) and \( \delta_0 \): the maximum 4% is when \( C_0 = 0.9 \) and \( \delta_0 = 0.1 \).

The shear stresses \( P_y \) in the Ne–Ar mixture are listed in Table 2 for different values of the molar concentration and the rarefaction parameter. Theoretically, the mixture shear stress has to be constant, but numerical results vary slightly across the channel. Therefore, the average shear stress \( P_y^{ave} = \int_{-1/2}^{1/2} P_y dy \) is presented. The maximum variation in the shear stress across the channel, \( \max_x (P_y i - P_y^{ave})/P_y^{ave} \), is less than 0.4%, which indicates the good numerical accuracy of both the FSM and the discrete velocity method. Good agreement between the McCormack model and the LBE is observed: the relative difference increases from 0.1% when \( \delta_0 = 0.1 \) up to 2% when \( \delta_0 = 10 \), for all molar concentrations. We have also calculated the shear stress of the He–Xe mixture with \( C_0 = 0.5 \). They are, respectively, 0.2163, 0.1482, and 0.0400 when \( \delta_0 = 0.1, 1 \), and 10 from the McCormack model, and 0.2150, 0.1491, and 0.0411 from the LBE. The relative difference in the shear stress in the He–Xe mixture between the two kinetic equations is slightly higher than that in the Ne–Ar mixture.

4.2. Fourier flow

The number density in the Ne–Ar mixture with \( C_0 = 0.5 \) when \( \delta_0 = 0.1, 1 \), and 10 is shown in the left column of Fig. 3. The difference in the Ne number density predicted by the McCormack model and the LBE reaches 31% when \( \delta_0 = 0.1 \). This difference decreases as the rarefaction parameter increases, with only 5% difference by \( \delta_0 = 10 \). Fig. 3 also shows that for mixtures with disparate molecular masses (i.e. He–Xe) the disagreement in the number density between the McCormack model and the LBE is larger than for the Ne–Ar mixture, especially at small values of the rarefaction parameter. The influence of the molar concentration on the number density is shown in Table 3. Large differences, i.e. 38% and 24%, are found in Ne and Ar, respectively, when \( \delta_0 = 0.1 \) and \( C_0 = 0.1 \). This difference is reduced when the molar concentration of Ne is increased; at \( C_0 = 0.9 \), the maximum differences in Ne and Ar are 22% and 3%, respectively.

The molar concentration \( C \) in the Ne–Ar and He–Xe mixtures, which is defined as the deviation of the concentration of the lighter species from its initial equilibrium state, is shown in Fig. 4. Positive values of \( C \) mean that the concentration of the lighter species increases near the hotter plate due to thermodiffusion. Although the McCormack model, in contrast to several other kinetic models such as the Hamel model [6], can describe the thermodiffusion phenomenon in gaseous mixtures, comparisons in Fig. 4 show that the McCormack model underestimates the thermodiffusion significantly when compared to the LBE. For instance, when \( \delta_0 = 0.1 \), the McCormack model underpredicts the molar concentration at the hotter plate by 40% and 67% for Ne–Ar and He–Xe mixtures, respectively. Even when \( \delta_0 = 10 \), the relative differences between the McCormack model and LBE results are as high as 14% and 20% for Ne–Ar and He–Xe mixtures, respectively.

The temperature variation in the Ne–Ar mixture with \( C_0 = 0.5 \) when \( \delta_0 = 0.1, 1 \), and 10 is shown in the left column of Fig. 5. Good agreement between the McCormack model and the LBE is found when \( \delta_0 = 10 \). However, when \( \delta_0 = 0.1 \), the difference in the temperature results for Ne reaches 13%, while the difference for Ar is negligible. The influence of the molecular mass ratio on the temperature is seen by comparing the left and right columns of Fig. 5. As in Couette flow, the difference between the McCormack model and the LBE increases with the molecular mass ratio. The influence of the molar concentration on the gas temperature at the hotter plate is shown in Table 4. When \( \delta_0 = 0.1 \), the maximum difference between results from the two kinetic equations, (18%) is found for Ne when \( C_0 = 0.1 \), and this reduces to 7% when \( C_0 = 0.9 \). So the difference between the two kinetic equations decreases as \( C_0 \) increases.

The heat flux in the Ne–Ar mixture is given in Table 5. As with the shear stress in Couette flow, here the average heat flux across the channel is reported. From Table 5 we see that the heat flux has its maximum value for the molar concentration \( C_0 = 0.5 \) for all rarefactions. The maximum difference between the McCormack model and the LBE results is about 2%. We have also calculated the heat flux in the
He–Xe mixture with $C_0 = 0.5$. At $\delta = 0.1, 1, \text{ and } 10$, heat fluxes from the McCormack model are 1.3012, 0.9839, and 0.3304, respectively, while the corresponding data from the LBE are 1.3121, 1.0314, and 0.3622. This means that the relative difference in the He–Xe mixture between the two models is greater than in the Ne–Ar mixture.

### 4.3. Effect of the incomplete accommodation

We studied the influence of the gas-wall interaction by simulating the incomplete accommodation. In the following, simulations of a Ne–Ar mixture with $C_0 = 0.5$ are carried out for both Couette and Fourier flows, where the accommodation coefficients for Ne and Ar are $\alpha_{Ne} = 0.6$ and $\alpha_{Ar} = 0.8$, respectively.

#### 4.3.1. Couette flow with incomplete accommodation

The influence of the incomplete accommodation on the velocity can be seen by comparing data in Table 6 with those in Table 1. Clearly, the species velocities decrease with a decrease in the accommodation coefficient. Profiles of the shear stress are shown in Fig. 6. We find the shear stress of each species is quite different,
and they are nearly constant when $\delta_0 = 0.1$, but vary significantly across the channel when $\delta_0 = 10$. The smaller the accommodation coefficient, the larger the variation of the shear stress of each species.

Shear stresses from McCormack simulations of the equal-mole Ne–Ar mixture with incomplete accommodation are 0.1503, 0.1119, and 0.0366 when $\delta_0 = 0.1, 1,$ and 10, respectively, while the corresponding values from the LBE are 0.1500, 0.1125, and 0.0373. Compared to the data in Table 2, it is clear that the shear stress decreases with the accommodation coefficient. The relative difference (about 2%) between the results from the two kinetic equations remains the same as in the complete accommodation case.

4.3.2. Fourier flow with incomplete accommodation

The number density and temperature of each species and the mixture at the hot plate are presented in Table 6. The influence of incomplete accommodation can be seen by comparing the corresponding data in Tables 3 and 4. We find that the agreement between the McCormack model and the LBE is essentially improved when there is incomplete accommodation. For instance, with incomplete accommodation, the differences in the density of Ne and Ar when $\delta_0 = 0.1$ are reduced from 31% to 21%, and from 14% to 5%, respectively. For the temperature, the difference in Ne when $\delta_0 = 0.1$ is reduced from 13% to 7%, but that in Ar increases from 2% to 7%.

The influence of incomplete accommodation on the concentration is shown in Fig. 7. The absolute value of the concentration increases when the accommodation coefficient decreases, especially in the near free-molecular regime ($\delta_0 = 0.1$), and the agreement between the McCormack model and the LBE becomes better for incomplete accommodation.

The absolute value of the heat flux is shown in Fig. 8. As with the shear stress in Couette flow, the heat flux of each species is not constant in the slip-flow regime ($\delta_0 = 10$). When $\delta_0 = 0.1, 1,$ and 10, heat fluxes from the McCormack model with incomplete accommodation are 0.3009, 0.2491, and 0.1126, respectively, while

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$C_0$</th>
<th>$-n_{Ne}$</th>
<th>$-n_{Ar}$</th>
<th>$-n$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>McCormack</td>
<td>LBE</td>
<td>McCormack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0481</td>
<td>0.0296</td>
<td>0.0576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1577</td>
<td>0.1296</td>
<td>0.1947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.3093</td>
<td>0.2877</td>
<td>0.4094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0507</td>
<td>0.0347</td>
<td>0.0624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1680</td>
<td>0.1443</td>
<td>0.2159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.3375</td>
<td>0.3209</td>
<td>0.4631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.0551</td>
<td>0.0428</td>
<td>0.0705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1847</td>
<td>0.1667</td>
<td>0.2496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.3826</td>
<td>0.3731</td>
<td>0.5508</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Concentration of the lighter species in the linearized Fourier flow of Ne–Ar and He–Xe gas mixtures.](image-url)
those from the LBE are 0.3013, 0.2522, and 0.1154. Compared to the data in Table 5 when $C_0 = 0.5$ and there is complete accommodation, the heat flux decreases with a decrease in the accommodation coefficient, but the difference between the McCormack model and the LBE results remains unchanged.

4.4. The limit of the linearized approach

In the above sections, numerical results obtained from the McCormack model are compared with results from the LBE because the McCormack model requires the deviations of the gas parameters from their equilibrium values to be small. Therefore, it is useful to determine the applicability limit of this linearized approach, especially for the case of the heat flux through a gaseous mixture with large wall-temperature ratios. We carried out simulations on the heat transfer between two parallel plates with the temperature differences $\Delta T/T_0 = 0.6$ and 1, which leads to the large temperature ratios $T_H/T_C = 1.8$ and 3, respectively. Under these conditions, the assumption of a small deviation of the plate’s temperature from its equilibrium value (i.e. $\Delta T \ll T_0$) is not fulfilled.

Fig. 5. Temperature profiles in the linearized Fourier flow of Ne–Ar and He–Xe gas mixtures with $C_0 = 0.5$. 

(a) Ne–Ar, $\delta_0 = 0.1, C_0 = 0.5$
(b) He–Xe, $\delta_0 = 0.1, C_0 = 0.5$
(c) Ne–Ar, $\delta_0 = 1, C_0 = 0.5$
(d) He–Xe, $\delta_0 = 1, C_0 = 0.5$
(e) Ne–Ar, $\delta_0 = 10, C_0 = 0.5$
(f) He–Xe, $\delta_0 = 10, C_0 = 0.5$
Table 4
Temperature at $y = 0.5$ in the linearized Fourier flow of a Ne–Ar gas mixture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\delta_0$</th>
<th>$T_{\text{Ne}}$</th>
<th>$T_{\text{Ar}}$</th>
<th>$T$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>McCormack LBE</td>
<td>McCormack LBE</td>
<td>McCormack LBE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_0 = 0.1$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0569</td>
<td>0.0466</td>
<td>0.0640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0202</td>
<td>0.1863</td>
<td>0.2136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.4045</td>
<td>0.3974</td>
<td>0.4093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_0 = 0.5$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0589</td>
<td>0.0509</td>
<td>0.0673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2056</td>
<td>0.1928</td>
<td>0.2205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.4065</td>
<td>0.4003</td>
<td>0.4017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_0 = 0.9$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0622</td>
<td>0.0577</td>
<td>0.0727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2106</td>
<td>0.2018</td>
<td>0.2296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.4081</td>
<td>0.4033</td>
<td>0.4154</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5
Total heat flux $q_y$ in the linearized Fourier flow of a Ne–Ar gas mixture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\delta_0$</th>
<th>$C_0 = 0.1$</th>
<th>$C_0 = 0.5$</th>
<th>$C_0 = 0.9$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>McCormack LBE</td>
<td>McCormack LBE</td>
<td>McCormack LBE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5430</td>
<td>0.5450</td>
<td>0.5589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.4058</td>
<td>0.4128</td>
<td>0.4172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.1364</td>
<td>0.1381</td>
<td>0.1397</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6
Velocity $u$, in Couette flow, and number density $n$ with temperature $T$ in Fourier flow, at $y = 0.5$ in the Ne–Ar gas mixture with $C_0 = 0.5$. The accommodation coefficients are $a_{\text{Ne}} = 0.6$ and $a_{\text{Ar}} = 0.8$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\delta_0$</th>
<th>$n_{\text{Ne}}$</th>
<th>$n_{\text{Ar}}$</th>
<th>$u_{\text{Ne}}$</th>
<th>$u_{\text{Ar}}$</th>
<th>$T_{\text{Ne}}$</th>
<th>$T_{\text{Ar}}$</th>
<th>$T$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>McCormack LBE</td>
<td>McCormack LBE</td>
<td>McCormack LBE</td>
<td>McCormack LBE</td>
<td>McCormack LBE</td>
<td>McCormack LBE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0328</td>
<td>0.0337</td>
<td>0.0571</td>
<td>0.0641</td>
<td>0.0571</td>
<td>0.0641</td>
<td>0.0571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1492</td>
<td>0.1448</td>
<td>0.2098</td>
<td>0.2106</td>
<td>0.1492</td>
<td>0.1448</td>
<td>0.2098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.3851</td>
<td>0.3799</td>
<td>0.4100</td>
<td>0.4077</td>
<td>0.3851</td>
<td>0.3799</td>
<td>0.4100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_0$</td>
<td>$n_{\text{Ne}}$</td>
<td>$n_{\text{Ar}}$</td>
<td>$u_{\text{Ne}}$</td>
<td>$u_{\text{Ar}}$</td>
<td>$T_{\text{Ne}}$</td>
<td>$T_{\text{Ar}}$</td>
<td>$T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0255</td>
<td>0.0201</td>
<td>0.0463</td>
<td>0.0450</td>
<td>0.0255</td>
<td>0.0201</td>
<td>0.0463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0992</td>
<td>0.0833</td>
<td>0.1688</td>
<td>0.1604</td>
<td>0.0992</td>
<td>0.0833</td>
<td>0.1688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.2740</td>
<td>0.2582</td>
<td>0.4035</td>
<td>0.3967</td>
<td>0.2740</td>
<td>0.2582</td>
<td>0.4035</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this case the full BE is solved by the FSM [14] for the equal-mole Ne–Ar gas mixture with complete accommodation at three values of the rarefaction parameter. Good agreement in the number density is observed in Fig. 9 when $\delta_0 = 0.1$ and 10, except in a small region in the vicinity of the wall (especially in the slip-flow regime and near the colder plate).

For the comparison of temperature profiles between the McCormack model and the BE, we note that near the free-molecular regime the gas temperature tends to a constant value $T_{\text{FM}} = \sqrt{T_{\text{C}}T_{\text{H}}}$ However, in the linearized approach we calculate the temperature deviation from its reference value $T_0 = (T_{\text{C}} + T_{\text{H}})/2$. Therefore, to compare the temperature obtained from the McCormack model with the results from the BE when $\delta_0 = 0.1$, we take $T_{\text{FM}}$ as the reference temperature. From Fig. 10b it is clear that the use of $T_{\text{FM}}$ as the reference temperature makes the comparison meaningful, and the temperature profiles from the McCormack model display good agreement with these from the BE. This is not the case when the mean temperature $T_0$ is chosen as the reference value, and large shifts between the two kinetic model results are observed, see Fig. 10a. In the slip-flow regime ($\delta_0 = 10$), however, choosing the mean temperature $T_0$ as the reference value (Fig. 10c), instead of the free-molecular value $T_{\text{FM}}$ (Fig. 10d) enables a meaningful comparison, and perfect agreement between the two kinetic equations is found.

The dimensionless heat fluxes obtained from the McCormack model, the LBE, and the BE are compared in Table 7. Good agreement of the McCormack results with the solution of the BE, of the order of 4%, is found at $\Delta T/T_0 = 0.6$. However, for the temperature difference, $\Delta T/T_0 = 1$, the deviation between the McCormack model and the BE increases, to 9%.

5. Conclusion

Plane Couette and Fourier flows of binary gaseous mixture have been simulated using the McCormack kinetic model and the linearized Boltzmann equation, over a wide range of the molar concentration and rarefaction parameter. Two gaseous mixtures, one with similar molecular masses (Ne–Ar) and the other with disparate molecular masses (He–Xe), have been considered. Our numerical results showed that when only the shear stress in Couette flow and the heat flux in Fourier flow are required, the McCormack model can be used, as the differences in the results from the two kinetic models are within 2%. However, difference in other
macroscopic quantities, such as the deviated density, velocity, deviated temperature can be large, especially in transitional and free-molecular flows. For example, the McCormack model could underestimate the deviated concentration (due to thermodiffusion of the lighter species) by 67% in Fourier flow of He–Xe when \( \delta_0 = 0.1 \). Our numerical results also showed that the differences in macroscopic quantities from the McCormack model and the linearized Boltzmann equation increase with the molecular mass ratio (for fixed rarefaction parameter and molar concentration). On the other hand, if the molecular mass ratio and the rarefaction parameter are fixed, the difference increases with an increase in the molar concentration of the heavier species. The fact that the

\[
\delta_0 = 0.1, \ C_0 = 0.5 \quad \text{(a)} \quad \delta_0 = 1, \ C_0 = 0.5 \quad \text{(b)} \quad \delta_0 = 10, \ C_0 = 0.5 \quad \text{(c)}
\]

**Fig. 7.** Concentration of the lighter species in the linearized Fourier flow of Ne–Ar gas mixture: influence of the accommodation coefficient.

\[
\text{Fig. 8.} \quad \text{The heat flux in the Fourier flow of an equal-mole Ne–Ar gas mixture with complete (} a_{Ne} = a_{Ar} = 1.0 \text{) and incomplete (} a_{Ne} = 0.6, a_{Ar} = 0.8 \text{) accommodation coefficients.}
\]

(a) \( \delta_0 = 0.1 \) \quad \text{(a)} \quad \text{(b) } \delta_0 = 10 \]
McCormack model is not accurate for highly rarefied gas because the collision term of McCormack model only recovers the relaxation rate of low order momentum (such as pressure tensor, heat flux), while at small value of $\delta_0$ the relaxation of higher order moments is important.

Finally, we investigated the applicability of the McCormack model in nonlinear Fourier flow. We found that the McCormack model can provide temperature profiles in relatively good agreement with those from the Boltzmann equation, even for large differences in the plates' temperatures. However, the reference...
temperature has to be adapted to the rarefaction parameter: in the slip-flow and hydrodynamic regimes the arithmetic mean of the two plates’ temperatures should be chosen as the reference value, while near the free-molecular regime the geometric average (complete accommodation) should be chosen. In the intermediate region, either the arithmetic or geometric temperature can be used. As far as the heat flux is concerned, the use of the McCormack model is acceptable, with a maximum error of about 9% even when the temperature ratio of the two plates is 3.
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Appendix A. The McCormack collision term

The collision term of the McCormack model [7] has the following form:

\[ L_{\text{M}} = h = -\gamma_{xy} h_x + \gamma_{xy} h_y + 2 \sqrt{\frac{m_i}{m}} \gamma_{xy} T_x u_x - \gamma_{xy} (u_x - u_y) \frac{C_0}{1 + \beta} q_{xy} \]

\[ + 4 \left( \gamma_{xy} - 1 \right) p_{xy} + v_{xy} (u_x - u_y) C_{xy} C_{xy} \]

\[ + 2 \left( \gamma_{xy} - 1 \right) p_{xy} + v_{xy} (u_x - u_y) C_{xy} C_{xy} \]

\[ + \left( \gamma_{xy} - 1 \right) v_{xy} (u_y - v_y) q_{xy} + \frac{\sqrt{\frac{m}{m_i}}}{C_{xy}} 2 \sqrt{\frac{m_i}{m}} (u_x - u_y) \frac{C_0}{1 + \beta} q_{xy} \]

where \( \alpha, \beta = 1, 2 \), \( i = x, y \) for Couette and Fourier flows, respectively, and \( v_{xy} \) are defined as following:

\[ v_{xy}^{(1)} = \frac{16}{3} \frac{m_i}{m} n_i \Omega_{xy} \]

\[ v_{xy}^{(2)} = \frac{64}{3} \left( \frac{m_i}{m} \right) n_i \Omega_{xy} \]

\[ v_{xy}^{(3)} = \frac{16}{3} \frac{m_i}{m} n_i \Omega_{xy} \]

\[ v_{xy}^{(4)} = \frac{16}{3} \frac{m_i}{m} n_i \Omega_{xy} \]

\[ v_{xy}^{(5)} = \frac{64}{3} \left( \frac{m_i}{m} \right) n_i \Omega_{xy} \]

\[ v_{xy}^{(6)} = \frac{16}{3} \frac{m_i}{m} n_i \Omega_{xy} \]

\[ v_{xy}^{(7)} = \frac{64}{3} \left( \frac{m_i}{m} \right) n_i \Omega_{xy} \]

\[ v_{xy}^{(8)} = \frac{16}{3} \frac{m_i}{m} n_i \Omega_{xy} \]

\[ v_{xy}^{(9)} = \frac{64}{3} \left( \frac{m_i}{m} \right) n_i \Omega_{xy} \]

where

\[ m_{xy} = \frac{m_x m_y}{m_x + m_y} \]  

(3.8)

is the reduced mass of the binary mixture. Note that \( \Omega_{xy}^{(i)} \) in Eq. (A.2) represents the omega integral [18], which for the case of the HS model is defined as [18]

\[ \Omega_{xy}^{(i)} = \left( \frac{1}{2} \right)^{\frac{i}{2}} \left[ \frac{1}{\frac{1}{1} - 1} \right] \left( \frac{n_i}{2m_{xy}} \right) \left( d_s + d_{ps} \right)^2. \]  

(4.4)

Finally, the parameters \( \gamma_{xy} \) are proportional to the collision frequency between species \( x \) and \( y \) and appear in the collision term (A.1) only in the combinations \( \gamma_{xy} = \gamma_{11} + \gamma_{12} \) and \( \gamma_{xy} = \gamma_{21} + \gamma_{22} \), so one has only to define \( \gamma_{11} \) and \( \gamma_{22} \). The collision frequencies and the viscosity can be related in the same manner as in the Shakhov kinetic equation [19,20,4]:

\[ \gamma_{xy} = \frac{p_i}{\mu_y}, \]  

(5.5)

where \( p_i = n_0 kT_0 \) is the equilibrium partial pressure and \( \mu_y \) is the partial viscosity given as

\[ \mu_y = \frac{p_0}{S_y} \left( \frac{S_y}{S_x} - \frac{1}{r_{xy}^v} \right), \]  

(6.6)

where \( p_0 = n_0 kT_0 \) is the equilibrium pressure. The collision frequencies and the viscosity can be related in the same manner as in the Shakhov kinetic equation [19,20,4]:

Our numerical simulations are carried out using dimensionless quantities. The dimensionless omega integrals are defined as follows

\[ \Omega_{xy}^{(i)} = \Omega_{xy}^{(i)} \left( \frac{n_0}{2m_{xy}} \right) \]  

(7.7)

As examples, the dimensional and dimensionless form of \( \Omega_{xy}^{(1)} \) are

\[ \Omega_{xy}^{(1)} = \frac{1}{4} \sqrt{\frac{\pi kT}{2m_{xy}}} d_s^2. \]  

(8.8)

The dimensionless \( \Omega_{xy}^{(i)} \) functions (A.2) are defined as follows:

\[ v_{xy}^{(i)} = v_{xy}^{(i)} \left( \frac{n_0}{2m_{xy}} \right). \]  

(9.9)

As examples, the dimensional and dimensionless form of \( v_{xy}^{(1)} \) are

\[ v_{xy}^{(1)} = \frac{16}{3} \frac{m_i}{m} n_i \Omega_{xy}^{(1)} \]  

(10.10)

We note that \( \gamma_{xy} S_x \) have the same dimension as \( v_{xy}^{(1)} \), so we use the same reference quantity to obtain the dimensionless expressions for these functions.
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